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ABSTRACT
It is commonly agreed that decomposing a software design according to the structure of the problem domain makes it easier to maintain and manage its complexity (e.g. [9]). To retain the resulting decomposition in the implementation, a programming language is needed that supports composition mechanisms that match the compositions in the problem domain. However, current programming languages only offer a small, fixed set of composition mechanisms. This leads to compromised implementations that either do not follow the decomposition from the design, or are cluttered with additional glue code. In this paper, we discuss the composition of control flow and investigate the hypothesis that continuations may be a suitable atomic core principle for offering a wide range of control-flow composition mechanisms in a form that does not compromise the structure and maintainability of the application. We present four variants of exception handling, which have been implemented using continuations and discuss their differences and commonalities. The results of this comparison are encouraging with respect to the expressiveness of continuations and reusability of implementations. But they also show that current language support for continuations leads to code replication and complex code.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software composition is a key element in software engineering and programming language technology: it is the primary means for managing the size and complexity of large software construction projects [9]. A composition mechanism lets programmers define part of the behavior of an abstraction, in terms of the behavior of one or more other abstractions. Previously [3] [12] we—as well as others [18] [6]—have argued that fixing the composition mechanisms offered by a language severely limits developers.

To be able to choose the most appropriate decomposition, developers should not be restricted by the programming language to just a few composition mechanisms. Such restrictions require workarounds leading to code duplication and obfuscation of the actual intention of the composition. Our general approach is to enable the implementation of composition mechanisms as first-class objects in the programming language. With such an approach, composition mechanisms can be distributed as libraries, allowing developers to choose freely. Furthermore, developers can derive new composition mechanisms if their domain-specific decomposition requires a specific variant; new mechanisms can be added without changing the actual programming language.

In our work, we consider composition in a broad sense; from large-grained composition mechanisms such as inheritance and aggregation of classes or components, to composition of procedures by means of procedure calls, down to fine-grained composition of groups of program elements by e.g. control structures. A composition mechanism may involve several semantic concerns; previously, we have explored behavior-related concerns, expressing different behavioral compositions such as inheritance, delegation, and aspects [12], and we explored data-related concerns, expressing varying semantics for e.g. data sharing and visibility [5]. In this paper, we focus on the control flow related semantics of compositions. Typically, this refers to the control flow of method invocations, data access or expression evaluation. We are particularly interested in control-flow composition going beyond a simple request-reply model of method invocation like exception handling, co-routines, or around advice with proceed in aspect-oriented programming.

Continuations are a programming language feature that bundles a set of instructions together with an execution state into a first-class entity. They are referred to as a generalization of goto. In this paper, we investigate the hypothesis that continuations may be a suitable atomic core principle that is able to express all, or many, of the well-known variations in handling control flow. Our eventual interest is in adopting continuations as a part of a generic composition model, able to express a wide variation of composition techniques through a single principled model dealing with control-flow composition and behavior composition.

There is a lot of literature that shows how existing language features for managing control flow can be implemented with continuations. In this paper we focus on investigat-
Listing 1: Using try catch finally in Scala

```scala
def log(message) = {
  var logger = null
  try {
    logger = new Logger("debug.log")
    logger.log(message)
  } catch { case e =>
    println("Error while logging: " + e.getMessage())
    throw e
  } finally {
    if (logger != null) {
      logger.close()
    }
  }
}
```

Listing 2: Using try catch finally with continuations

```scala
def log(message, ret, thro) = {
  var logger = null
  tryCatchFinally({ (ret, thro) =>
    logger = new Logger("debug.log")
    logger.log(message, ret, thro)
  }, { (e, ret, thro) =>
    callcc {
      println("Error while logging: " + e.getMessage(), _ => thro)
    }
  }, { ret, thro }
}
```

2. CONTROL-FLOW COMPOSITION WITH CONTINUATIONS

First-class continuations provide the ability to store an execution state (this is, e.g., the call stack together with an instruction pointer) and to continue execution in this state at a later point in the program [7]. The control operator `call-with-current-continuation` (callcc) invokes a function \( f \) and at the same time reifies the current continuation, which is the execution state at the time when the invocation of \( f \) is performed, where the instruction pointer refers to the instruction right after the invocation. This control operator implicitly passes the current continuation to \( f \). Continuation-passing style (CPS) is a programming style where no function call ever returns. Instead, the rest of the computation to be performed after the function finished must be passed as a continuation.

The continuation-passing style is often referred to as a mechanism suitable to implement many control-flow-related language concepts, for example co-routines, loops and exceptions. To our knowledge, existing publications only present the implementation of one variant of a specific mechanism. In this paper, we want to point out the commonalities in control-flow composition mechanisms and the potential for reuse in their continuation-based implementations.

As a case study, we present implementations of different exception handling mechanisms and discuss their commonalities and differences. The examples will be presented in Scala and are tested with Scala’s semantics for continuations and context binding in continuations. Scala is an object-oriented programming language with support for so-called delimited continuations. This allows programmers to mix normal and CPS code.

3. EXCEPTION HANDLING

To start with, consider the Scala code in listing 1 that uses Scala’s built-in exception handling mechanism. The operations within the `try`{} block may throw an exception—e.g., when the disk is full—which is in turn handled by the operations within the `catch`{} block; the operations within the `finally`{} block are always executed regardless whether the `try`{} block terminated normally or exceptionally.

3.1 Exception handling with continuations

Listing 2 shows the implementation of the same behavior with continuations. The main difference is that function calls are wrapped in a `callcc` block. As example, consider the call to `println` on lines [7][8]; the current continuation is passed to `println` at the argument position denoted by `_`.

The structure of listing 2 is the same as that of listing 1. We see a call to `tryCatchFinally` with continuations as arguments representing the `try`, `catch`, and `finally` blocks. To emphasize this correspondence and to simplify the discussion below, we also call these continuations “blocks”.

The implementation of the semantics of composing control flow in the presence of exceptions is embodied in the function `tryCatchFinally` (shown in listing 3) but also in the expected signature of the continuations passed to this function. The five arguments of `tryCatchFinally` represent the following:

1. The try block. This block must accept two arguments to be passed when the try block is executed:
   (a) The so-called `return continuation` to be executed when the try block terminates normally.
   (b) The so-called `throw continuation` that can be invoked to throw an exception.

2. The catch block. This continuation is called if an exception is thrown in the try block; its arguments are:
   (a) The raised exception.
   (b,c) The return and throw continuations, which have the same role as the arguments of the try block.

3. The finally block. This continuation is called when

[1] The showed examples are shortened, their full versions can be downloaded from [http://co-op.sf.net](http://co-op.sf.net)
3.2 Multi-catch exception handling

From languages such as Java, developers are used to provide multiple catch blocks with a declarative definition of which type is handled by each of them. Listing 4 shows a modified method that uses this ability. It consists of a list of pairs specifying for which exception types (first element) the handler (second element) should be triggered.

Listing 4: Exceptions with multiple catch blocks

```
def tryCatchFinally(dotry, handlers, dofinally, ret, thro) {
    var finallyPlain = { () =>
        dofinally(ret, thro)
    }
    var finallyRethrow = { e : Throwable =>
        finallyPlain() 
        thro(e)
    }
    var finallyRereturn = { result =>
        finallyPlain()
        ret(result)
    }
    var catchPlain = { e : Throwable =>
        dotry(finallyRereturn, finallyRethrow)
        finallyPlain()
    }
    var tryPlain = {
        dotry(finallyRereturn, catchPlain)
        finallyPlain()
    }
}
```

In short, the implementation of `tryCatchFinally` works as follows. When we look at listing 2, the `try`, `catch` and `finally` blocks all terminate in one of three ways. They either (1) return from their defining method (i.e. call the continuation `ret`), in this case `log` (2) throw an exception (i.e. call the continuation `thro`) or (3) ‘fall off’ (finish without performing any of the former two behaviors). The actual behavior of these three situations is defined in listing 3 by the continuations passed to the blocks. When the `try` block falls off, only the continuation `finallyPlain` is executed. When the `try` or `catch` blocks return, they invoke `finallyRereturn`, which executes the continuation `finallyPlain` before actually returning using `ret`. Since `ret` (line 11) never returns, `dofinally` is executed only once (line 10 is never reached in this case). When the `try` block throws an exception, it invokes the continuation `catchPlain`. When the `catch` block throws an exception, it invokes `finallyRethrow`, which executes the `finallyPlain` continuation before throwing the exception using `thro`. This implementation is inspired by an example presented by Might.

3.3 Retrying and resuming exceptions

Two more variants of exception handling are retrying[14] and resuming exceptions. With retrying exceptions, a catch block can re-execute the try block. For example when the disk is full, an I/O exception will be thrown. The catch block could show a dialog asking the user to free disk space and retry writing to the file afterward. With resuming exceptions, a catch block can resume the execution after the instruction throwing the exception. As example consider an I/O exception while writing to a file which is not vital; a catch block may try to recover from that, but may also decide to ignore this exception and skip the I/O operation.

```java
List<
    (classOf[FileNotFoundException], // Exception type
        (e, ret, thro) => { // Handler
            println("Invalid log filename: " + e.getMessage(), _, thro)
            thro(e)
        }
    ,
    (classOf[IOException], // Exception type
        (e, ret, thro) => { // Handler
            println("Error while logging: " + e.getMessage(), _, thro)
            thro(e)
        }
    ,
    None // No handler, so throw on
}
```

Listing 5: Defining try catch finally, allowing multiple catch blocks
Listing 6: Catch block using retrying exceptions

Listing 6 shows the use of retrying exceptions, of which an implementation is given in listing 7. Again, boxes enclose the differences compared to the original version shown in listing 3 which lie only in the signatures of catch and throw.

```java
def tryCatchFinally(dotry, docatch, dofinally, ret, thro) {
    var finallyPlain = () =>
        dofinally(ret, thro)
        finallyPlain()
    var finallyRthrow = (e : Throwable, retry) =>
        thro(e, retry)
        finallyPlain()
    var finallyRreturn = (result =>
        finallyPlain()
        ret(result)
    )
    var catchPlain = (e : Throwable, retry) =>
        docatch(e, finallyRreturn, finallyRthrow, retry)
        finallyPlain()
    var tryPlain = {
        dotry(finalllyRreturn, catchPlain)
        finallyPlain()
    }
    tryPlain
}
```

Listing 7: Defining try catch finally, allowing catch blocks to retry

Listing 7 shows the use of resuming exceptions. The try-catch-finally implementation for resuming exceptions is equivalent to that for retrying exceptions (shown in listing 8). The difference is their usage: for retrying exceptions, the second argument of the throw continuation represents the start of the try block of the failing operation, whereas with resumable exceptions, it represents the rest of the try block’s computation after the excepting instruction.

```java
Listing 8: Catch block using resuming exceptions

Listing 8 shows the use of resuming exceptions. As can be seen in the examples above, different variants of control-flow composition mechanisms share the largest part of their implementation; at the same time, we have shown that continuations are a suitable mechanism for modeling different control-flow composition mechanisms. By implementing the semantics of such mechanisms in terms of a function, it is possible to provide the implementation as library and developers can choose to use any of the variants, even multiple variants in the same project.

To make this approach actually feasible, we see two points that need improvement. First, reusing control-flow composition mechanisms as a whole is already possible as outlined above. But to get rid of the redundancies we observed in the implementations, means must be developed to also refine such mechanisms and possibly compose composition mechanisms themselves. It should be possible to implement the variants like multi-catch-block, retrying or resuming exceptions as extensions of the original try-catch-finally implementation without any code redundancy. Ideally, it should also be possible to compose several variants easily to, e.g., define exceptions which can both be retried and resumed.

Second, we would like to hide the complexity of programming in continuation-passing style while still being able to use its ability to modularize the implementation of control-flow composition mechanisms.

5. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

We implemented four kinds of exception handling and showed that more variants exist. Additional examples of control-flow composition mechanisms which can be modelled with continuations are:

- control statements, e.g. for, while, do, if and switch,
- coroutines and generators,
- concurrency,
- actors,
- reactive programming,
- asynchronous I/O and futures,
- monads,
- lazy evaluation,
- iterators, selection and projection,
- around advice including proceed.

For most of these composition mechanisms, a continuation based implementation is already given by Might, Rompf et al., Wang, or Filinski. However, the similarities between the different approaches is not explored. We expect that different control structures will be overlapping in similar ways as exception handling, and also have variants which are not listed here. Therefore, we expect that these composition mechanisms have similar reuse opportunities as exception handling does.

6. RELATED WORK

Publications discussing the implementation of control-flow abstractions with continuations have been discussed throughout this paper. Additional documentation presents approaches for compiling control-flow statements to continuation-passing style. To the best of our knowledge, the comparison of control-flow abstractions based on a common implementation technique, however, is missing in literature.

Metaspin uses continuation for implementing around advices, but does not express these as first-class entities that can be accessed by the programmer.

Wakita uses two variants of first-class continuations: method and message continuations. Method continuations are first class continuations similar to the ones we use, message continuations are used to create first-class messages.

Three of these types of exception handling are described at 

See his blog posts at
However, continuations are only discussed from an implementation perspective; there is no discussion of their usage by application programers.

In Pharo [2] chapter Handling exceptions, a Smalltalk environment, different kinds of exceptions are implemented uniformly. However, their implementation does not use a generic language mechanism suitable for implementing other abstractions, but relies on VM support that is specific to exception handling.

To overcome the complexity brought by CPS, C# 5 introduces the keywords async and await to achieve asynchronous computations. For ECMAScript extended with generators, which adds the keyword yield to the language, the same is achieved as library functions.

Several unified implementation techniques are discussed in literature, which, however, are limited to modeling a request-reply-style of composition rather than arbitrary control flow composition as presented in this paper. As examples consider the work on predicate dispatching by Ernst et al. [8] or on associative lookup by Piumarta [16].

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

From our literature study and our own experience while implementing the examples in this paper, we conclude that continuations are sufficiently powerful to implement the composition of control flow abstractions. Since the semantics of a composition mechanism is implemented in functions and since there are well-established mechanisms for reusing function definitions, a continuation-based implementation furthermore fulfills our reusability requirement.

In our case study we recognized that there is large overlap between implementations of different control-flow composition variants. Therefore, a way of refining continuation-based implementations of control-flow composition mechanisms is needed that avoids code replication. Furthermore, the continuation-passing style puts a burden on the application developer as the code becomes more complicated than in a programming style where functions always return.

We expect that these issues can be improved by designing a programming language offering mechanisms to define and handle continuation-based implementations of composition mechanisms. For this goal, we will research new abstractions for defining continuations. For example, whether or not the current continuation is passed to a function or continuation implementing a composition mechanism, determines its semantics. This has been shown by the example of retrying and resuming exceptions which only differs in which continuation is passed to the throwing continuation. Thus, a function should declare whether it is called with the current continuation or not, rather than requiring that invocations are in a callcc block.
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